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FRAMEWORK INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Access Request Manager (ARM) reference framework is to establish a baseline 
understanding of the ARM feature of the RSA Identity Governance & Lifecycle platform (RSA IG&L).  
 
This document is part of a series of playbooks that provide a cohesive understanding and fundamental 
picture of the RSA Identity and Access Management Governance solution. It is intended to outline the 
baseline of what is considered within the product abilities (boundaries), so as conversations occur with 
others there is a common framework/understanding. If there are use cases/items that are not represented 
within these series of playbooks, there should be further investigation to understand if there is alignment 
with the current product functionality or if the requirement is outside the bounds of the standard product 
offering.  
 
The ARM module expands the standard access request capabilities provided by RSA IG&L. It enables line-
of-business managers, supervisors, asset owners and other users to request access and request changes 
to entitlements to resources in an organization for themselves and other users from multiple locations 
throughout the user interface. Enhanced request management capabilities enables an administrator to 
customize how access is requested and how requests are submitted, create custom views of users and 
entitlements appropriate for different users and situations, and create views of request activities 
(approvals and fulfillments) allowing users to monitor such activities. 
 
This document will not contain ALL the potential combinations of what the solution can offer (as customers 
may implement a similar feature, but address a slightly different use case based on their line of business), 
but is intended to cover the salient points of the offering to provide guidance.   

1.1. Audience  
The intended audience and the scope for this Access Request playbook is published for is anyone tasked 
with implementing or demonstrating the RSA Identity Governance platform’s ability to handle common 
Access Request use cases. Data sets collected from various types of target sources form the foundational 
data model that the product functionality, modules and use case solutions depend on. 

 

1.2. What this is NOT 
This document does not detail out every possible way to use Access Request Manager (ARM).  
The goal is to give the end-user the knowledge of overall product functionality to handle the most 
common ARM use cases at the basic complexity levels and build the foundational elements to tackle more 
advanced use cases. 
 

• This is not a replacement for the core product documentation, which should be a supplemental 
reading necessary for the actual configurations of the reviews required. 

• This is not a training/hands on manual – education services has a corresponding course and lab 
exercises that folks who are installing / configuring the solution should attend. 
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1.3. Preliminary Training / Materials  
Have you attended the RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle Administration training? If not, complete 
that before reading further.  
 
Do you know how to use the product to do the following: 
 

• Configure request workflows for applications, business units, data resource sets, etc.?  
• Creating, Editing, & Running Forms?  
• Create monitoring policies that specify approval/fulfillment for particular sets of users?  

 
If not, refer to the Appendix at the end of this document. 

1.4. Prerequisites  
1.4.1. Settings 
At a minimum, the following Modules must be enabled under Admin > System > Settings: 
1) Access Certification Manager 
2) Access Request Manager (ARM) 

 

 
 
NOTE: You require an Access Request Manager license to use Access Request Manager. Contact 
an RSA Sales representative for more information 
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1.5. Configuration / Setup 

1.5.1. System 
• RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle version 7.0 is the minimum required 
• License for Access Request Manager module  

 

1.6.  Additional Information / References  
  
Further details, demos and videos relating to Access Request Manager can be found on RSA Link. 
 

2. FEATURE OVERVIEW 
Access Request Manager features: 
 

• Enable requestors to request access and changes in access for themselves and for other users and 
to request account management action and user termination requests from multiple locations 
throughout the user interface. 

 
• Schedule fulfillment of change request grants and revocations. 

 
• Configure approval/fulfillment workflows for applications, business units, data resource sets, 

directories, and role sets. 
 

• Configure custom access request views of users and entitlements for different user types 
supervisors, business unit owners, application owners, role owners, and so on). 
 

• Create account templates that define how an account is created for an application or a directory 
that requires that all entitlements to them must be granted through an account. 
 

• Create additional request and submission forms (if standard forms do not suffice). 
 

• Create additional access request buttons (if standard buttons do not suffice). 
 

• Create monitoring policies that specify views of approvals and fulfillment activities for particular 
sets of users. 
 

• Create password policies that specify password strength standards for account password reset 
requests. 
 

• Manage and implement challenge (or security) questions that users must answer to validate their 
identity when they request an RSA IG&L login password reset if they forget their passwords. 
 

• Specify which entitlements are available for request and to which users/groups of users 
 

• Control which entitlements are displayed within lists, for example ‘Suggested Entitlements’ 
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3. BASIC USE CASES TIER OVERVIEW 
 
The following picture gives an overview of the maturity levels regarding the access request recommended 
practices. You should start with basic and move your way up when ready. This document covers the basic 
use cases, other documents will cover the intermediate and advanced use cases. 
 
The more mature the levels the more pre-requisites there are with regards to the functionality that is used 
to implement these use cases. 
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Based on the maturity model the following use cases are part of the basic access request 
 
Description Tier 
Use	Case	1:	Access	Request	with	supervisor	approval	

• User	wants	ability	to	request	additional	authorizations	for	themselves		
• User	wants	ability	to	remove	authorizations	from	themselves	
• User	wants	to	view	the	submitted	request	
• User	wants	ability	to	view	what	authorizations	they	have	
• User	wants	ability	to	cancel	a	request	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	request	additional	authorizations	for	employees	under	their	

supervision	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	remove	authorizations	for	employees	under	their	

supervision	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	approve	requests	from	employees	under	their	supervision	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	reject	requests	from	employees	under	their	supervision	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	reassign	requests	from	employees	under	their	supervision	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	view	all	requests	from	employees	under	their	supervision	

Basic	

Use	Case	2:	Access	Request	(including	SoD	violations)	with	supervisor	approval		
• User	wants	to	tequest	additional	authorizations	for	themselves	even	if	these	result	in	SoD	

violation	
• User	needs	to	be	made	aware	of	combinations	of	authorizations	which	result	in	SoD	violation	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	approve	requests	with	SoD	violatons	for	my	employees	
• Manager	(supervisor)	wants	ability	to	reject	requests	with	SoD	violatons	for	my	employees	at	any	

stage	of	request	
• Security	Officer	need	to	provide	additional	approval	for	requests	which	result	in	SoD	violations	

Basic	

Use	Case	3:	Admin	/	helpdesk	Approval	and	Reassignment	
• Admin	(Helpdesk,	Security,	etc.)	wants	ability	to	approve	requests	
• Admin	(Helpdesk,	Security,	etc.)	wants	ability	to	reject	requests	
• Admin	(Helpdesk,	Security,	etc.)	wants	ability	to	reassign	requests	

Basic	
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5. BASIC USE CASE REQUEST CONFIGURATION 
5.1.1. Settings 
Navigate to: 
 
Requests > Configuration > Settings > Edit 
 
Set ‘Allow access changes on a user’s detail Access tab’ to ‘Yes’,  
 

 
 
Enabling this adds the below button to the end user view which allows the logged in user to request 
additional authorisations quickly and effectively. 
 

 
 
Leave all other options within this menu as the default values and click OK. 
 
When the user clicks on the ‘Add Entitlements’ button they will then interact with a request form to 
generate the request. 
 
For the Basic Use Case scenarios the default request forms will be used. However, form functionality can 
be enhanced to change the way the user initiates a request. This could include: 

• Text input fields 
• Selection boxes 
• Check boxes  
• Questions and answers 
• Additional validation to ensure that the request meets policy requirements (e.g email address in 

correct format) 
Depending on the form configuration, the user may have to complete all or some of this detail before 
being able to generate the request.  
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6. BASIC USE CASE 1 – ACCESS REQUEST WITH SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 
For this use case, we want to enable requestors Supervisor to Approve, Reject or Reassign requests from 
their subordinates. 
 
How it works 
End users can request additional authorisations for themselves by choosing from a list of authorisations 
available in the system. The end user can follow the progress of the request. After the request has been 
submitted the supervisor of the end user will approve or reject the request. If needed the request can be 
delegated or reassigned to someone else. Additionally, the supervisor can see all requests his 
subordinates have done. 
 
End User 

• Request additional authorisations for themselves 
• Request to remove authorisations for themselves 
• Monitor the submitted request 
• Cancel a request 
• Escalate if no action in 7 working days 

 
Supervisor 

• Approve requests for my employees 
• Reject requests for my employees at any stage of request 
• Provide sufficient detail to approve/reject request 
• Delegation/reassign of approval  
• See all requests of employees under my supervision 

 
 
NOTE: The following steps are all completed using either AveksaAdmin or a user with suitable Admin 
capabilities 
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6.1. Create Request Workflow 
6.1.1. Workflow Description 
NOTE: Instead of editing an existing workflow, it is strongly recommended to Create New. This way, you 
can revert back to the default workflow at a later date if needed. Additionally, default workflows can be 
overwritten when patching or upgrading the product which would result in any additional configuration 
being reverted to default. 
 
Navigate to: Requests > Workflows > Request > Create Workflow 
 
Select ‘Delegated approvals with default’ from the Copy From dropdown and give the workflow a 
meaningful Name using any previously agreed naming conventions.  
 
Use the Description field to provide details on what the workflow is used for and how it breaks out the 
Approval and Fulfillment phases. Capturing thorough and up to date detail within the description field is 
much simpler than clicking through the nodes within the workflow to get an understanding of what the 
workflow is used for. A good description will save your organization time and effort. 
 

 
 

 
 
Tick the following boxes: 
 

• Generate Indirect Entitlements 
• Cancel Allowed After Submission 
• Allow Cancel in Fulfillment Phase 
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Generate Indirect Entitlements 
This setting is enabled by default but does not copy across from the source workflow when creating from 
new. 
 
By setting this check box you’re specifying that if you assign a role /group to a user the system will 
calculate what authorization(s) have to be added to what account(s) as a result of becoming a member of 
the role / group. The same principle applies when entitlements or roles / groups are directly removed from 
a user.  
 
If this option is left unticked, when adding role(s) to a user only the role(s) is assigned to the user and the 
system will not add the entitlements that belong to that role to the account(s) of the user.  
 
 
Cancel Allowed After Submission/Fulfillment Phase 
 
This provides the requestor with the option to cancel the request either after approval has been received 
or during the fulfillment phase. 
 
By enabling this, it means the requestor can quickly and easily cancel the request if it was incorrectly 
raised or no longer required without having to contact the assigned approver or individual fulfilling the 
change. 
 
Approval phase 

 
 
Fulfillment phase 

 
 
Cancel/Revert Workflow 
By default, the following workflows are triggered when cancelling a request and allow for additional logic 
such as sending an email, forcing a review or generating a report. 
 

 
 
The Request Cancelling workflow emails both the Requestor and the Assigned To (approval/person 
completing fulfillment) and notify them that the request has been cancelled.  
 
Once cancelled, the Revert Changes workflow handles the undoing of any completed changes in a request. 
 
These workflows are found under the Escalation tab and can updated to add/remove logic, or entirely new 
workflows can be created to meet your requirements. 
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6.1.2. Workflow Definition 
Selecting Delegated Approvals with Default as the Copy From option provides us with the following 
template to build upon.  
 

 
 
Within the workflow, the first two nodes relate to password management (Reset Password, Synchronize 
Password) and can ignored at this stage.  
 
Further details on Password Management can be found within the products online help section. 
 
The following nodes – Business Approvals, Resource Approvals and Account Approvals will determine what 
approval workflow to use for the changes.  
 
For this use case, we’re focusing on changes affecting users which are processed within the Business 
Approvals node.  

 

 
 

 
Double click on the Business Approval node and select the Behavior. 
 
As mentioned earlier, with ARM enabled, it’s possible to assign customised workflows at a business unit 
level which would then be invoked at this point (Approval and Fulfillment Workflow Object Associations). 
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However, we simply want to configure Line Manager/Supervisor approval which is achieved by updating 
the ‘Approve Users using’ value to invoke the out of the box Supervisor Approval workflow.  
 
By configuring the Supervisor Approval workflow here means that this will be the default approval 
process for the system. If there is a different approval process required for specific applications, role sets, 
business units and / or forms this can be set on those specific objects. When the system will handle the 
change requests it will use the default workflow unless otherwise specified. 
 

 
 
Only workflows which are configured to process Users will appear in this dropdown list. Within the 
Approval Workflow, this is configured under the Process menu.  
 
As per below, the Supervisor Approval workflow is only set to process Users.  
 

 
 
As a result, this workflow is not available to select against any of the other types of changes. For example, 
changes affecting entitlements.  
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Check the Resource/Account Approvals nodes to ensure ‘Approve Users using…’ is uncheck and set to Do 
Not Process otherwise the request will receive multi step approval. 
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The Fulfillment Phase node which is used to determine what workflow is used to process the requested 
changes. Different fulfillment workflows can be assigned for changes impacting any of the following types 
of object: 
 

• Application Roles 
• Accounts and Groups 
• Data Resources 
• Roles 
• Attribute Synchronisation 

 
Double click on the Fulfillment Phase node and select the relevant fulfillment workflow from the 
dropdown selection. 
 
For the Basic user cases, we’ll be using Manual Activities. As with the approval nodes the fulfilment nodes 
work the same. By setting the Manual Activities here the system will use that as a default for all requests, 
unless otherwise specified on the specific objects like application, role set, business unit and / or form. 
 

 
 
Identical to the Approval Workflow (Business Approvals) the workflows available to select against the 
different types of changes is dependent on what the fulfillment workflow has been configured to process. 
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6.2. Approval Workflow 
As configured above, changes affecting users will invoke the Supervisor Approval workflow. 
 
This workflow provides the approval with the ability to Accept, Reject or Reassign the request and will 
email the requestor notifying them of the decision. 
 
All changes are grouped together on a per supervisor basis. 
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Double click on the Supervisor Approval activity node. 
 
Under the Resources tab we can configure who is able to approve the request and who should be excluded 
from approving the request.  
 
For this scenario we’re going to use the dynamic value Supervisors, which uses the supervisor value 
collected for a user at an identity level. 
 
However, this list can be updated to include multiple dynamic values, individual users or groups of users. 
 
When using more than one approver, the assignment can be configured to require approval from any of 
the approvers, a lightest workload, all or a subset based on percentage or number. For example, you may 
have a Team of 5 members that manage an application, approval for access to this application must be 
received from 2 of the 5 members. Once approval is received from the 2 members, no further action is 
required by the remaining 3 members. 
 
Likewise, the Exclude list can be updated to include the same multiple dynamic values, individual users or 
groups of users.  
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The Other section at the bottom of the window is used to set logic when no resources (approvers) are 
resolved.  
 
This is an important step especially when using a single approver, such as the supervisor, 
which could be missing due to poor quality source data. 
 
If this is left as None the request will skip approval and continue on to fulfillment stage.  
 
This should be set to Administrator so that the activity will be sent to AveksaAdmin where the request 
can either be approved or reassigned to a new approver or the correct approver once the source data has 
been corrected. When Administrators are assigned approval tasks due to poor data quality they 
should be looking into fixing this at source so the same doesn’t occur again. 
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The email tab is used to configure the look and feel of the email sent and the detail provided within. 
 
In this case, the Assigned To variable will send an email to the requestors supervisor. The Subject and 
Body of the email can be updated using free text and dynamic variables which are available to select by 
right clicking within the subject or body window. 
 
These variables can be used to personalize the email and provide additional detail which may assist the 
approver in making a decision. 
 
For example, by adding the below the email received will read ‘Dear Joe Bloggs,’ 
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By selecting Enable Email Reply Processing this will include instructions to the approver on how to 
complete the approval by replying to the email therefore enabling the completion of approval via email 
from any device without having to access IG&L. 

 

 

Valid responses are configured within the transition node: 

 

 

NOTE: All approval email replies must originate from the email addresses to which the 
approval email notification are sent. When e-mail approvals from users aren’t processed please look if 
there are no e-mail aliases used for that user. 

. 
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The options under the Due Date tab are used to trigger escalations. 
 
For Supervisor Approval, we’re going to send an email reminder to the supervisor if approval has not been 
received within 3 business days of when the request was raised.  
 

 
 
Business hours exclude weekends and holidays and can be customised to meet specific requirements. 
Refer to the online help section ‘Creating a calendar’ for further details. 
 
If this was set to Clock Time and the request was raised on a Friday, the escalation would be triggered on 
Monday despite the approver only having a single day to provide approval. 
 
Additionally, if the ‘Relative to work item available date’ was selected, the approver would have 3 business 
days to provide approval from the moment the request becomes available to them. If, for some reason 
the request is delayed in reaching the approver, this could result in the requestor having to wait longer for 
the request to be approved and fulfilled. 
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Finally, we want to give the supervisor the ability to Accept, Reject or Reassign the request which is 
configured within under the Form tab. 
 

 
 
The transition nodes from the approval activity specify the accept/reject routes. The terminology used can 
be made more business friendly by double clicking on the Transition Node and updating the name. Note 
how this also updates Email Reply Answers which could impact users if you have this option 
enabled. 
 

 
 
By allowing Reassign it means the approver can reassign the request to a different approver selected from 
the user picker list.  
 
This is beneficial if the requestors supervisor is incorrect as it allows it to be assigned to the correct 
supervisor. However, we don’t want the request to be reassigned multiple times so the reassign limit is set 
to 1. 
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In addition to not allowing more than 1 reassignment, it’s also possible to trigger an escalation. For 
example, you may want the change request to be cancelled if it’s reassigned multiple times. 
 

 
 
Manual escalations can be added to the approval form to help the approver complete their work. For 
example, this could be an additional button requesting for more information: 
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The additional button is displayed to the approver along with a free text box used to advise the original 
requestor what is required: 
 

 
 
By selecting the Request More Info button, this will trigger the Request Additional Information 
Escalation workflow which assigns an activity to the original requestor.  
 

 
 
By selecting Perform, the original requestor can select one of the following options: 

• Provide an answer and complete 
• Cancel the request 
• Reassign 

 
As covered previously, these options are configurable as you may want to remove the ability to reassign, 
for example.  
 

 
 
Assuming the original requestor selects Completed, the request will then be sent back to the approver for 
approval. 
 
For this use case, as we only require the ability to Accept, Reject or Reassign the Manual Escalations 
section is left blank. 
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6.3. Fulfillment Workflow 
Navigate to Requests > Workflows > Fulfillment and select the Manual Activities workflow as 
previously set in section Fulfillment Phase Nodes. 
 
Update the Process section of the workflow to select the type of changes the workflow can process.  
 
You may also want to configure the workflow to group changes a certain way or create an individual job 
for each change 
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Next, highlight the Manual Fulfillment node  
 

 
 
The configuration of the General, Resources, Email, Due Date and Form tabs are identical in most parts 
and will need updating to meet your fulfillment requirements. 
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6.4. Updating Request Workflow Overview 
Once the Request Workflow and subsequent Approval/Fulfillment workflows have been updated, the 
workflow association needs to be updated to process specific changes. 
 
Navigate to Requests > Workflows > Overview 
 
Click Edit and associated the newly created workflow with the ‘Requests that are explicitly created…’ 
option.  
 

 
 
This now means that all requests explicitly created will use the newly created workflow and therefore be 
sent to the requestors Supervisor for approval. 
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7. BASIC USE CASE 2 – ACCESS REQUEST (INCLUDING SOD 
VIOLATIONS) WITH SUPERVISOR APPROVAL  

For this use case, with the addition of Segregation of Duties rules we want to allow the End User to 
request these authorisations and provide the requestors Supervisor and Security officer with the ability to 
Approve, Reject or Reassign the request. 
 
How it works 
End users can request access additional authorisations for themselves by choosing from a list of 
authorisations available in the system (as was the case in use case 1). However, it might be that they 
need an authorization that causes a violation, but due to specific circumstances that authorization is still 
needed to do their job. After the request with violation has been submitted the supervisor of the end user 
will approve or reject the request. But because there is a violation for the request additional approval from 
a Security Officer is required. 
 
End User 

• Request additional authorizations for themselves even if these result in SoD violation 
• Be made aware of combinations of authorizations which result in SoD violation 

 
Supervisor 

• Approve requests with SoD violatons for my employees 
• Reject requests with SoD violatons for my employees at any stage of request 

 
Security Officer 

• Provide additional approval for requests which result in SoD violations 
 
 
NOTE: This use case requires active Segregation of Duties Rules to be configured within your 
environment. Without this, there will be no violations. See the Rules section of the online help for further 
details 
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7.1. SoD Violation Visibility 
Upon the creation of active Segregation of Duties rules, both Requestors and Approvers will be made 
aware of the violating access when submitting and approving the request. 
 
Submission 
The requestor will see that if he is requesting an authorization that causes a violation, the system will also 
tell him / her what is causing the violation 

 
 
Approval 
The approver will also see that the request he / she is approving will cause a violation 
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7.2. Security Officer Approval 
When approving requests which result in SoD violations, there may be a requirement for additional 
approval to ensure there’s sufficient justification for the authorisations to be granted and create a suitable 
audit trail.  
 
Using the same Request and Fulfilment workflows configured in Section 9, the Approval workflow needs 
updating so that SoD requests receive additional authorization. 
 
Navigate to Requests > Workflows > Approval > Create Workflow 
 
Select Supervisor Approval as the Copy From and give the Workflow a meaningful name 
 

 
 
Within the workflow, add a Decision Node and configure it to reference all violations which have occurred 
as a result of the configured SoD rules.  
 
Using the Rule Name as a variable requires a strict and consistent naming convention.  
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After the Decision Node, add an Approval Node. As per previous steps, configure the General, 
Resources, Email, Due Date and Form tabs accordingly. 
 
Link the Decision Node and Approval Node using the Transition lines being sure to set one to True and the 
other to False. 
 

 
 
Then link the Approval Node back in to the existing workflow, setting the transition nodes to Accepted and 
Rejected. Additionally, you may want to place a Send Email node after secondary approval has been 
received to notify the Requestor of the request progress. 
 
Below shows the additional nodes and logic added to the new approval workflow compared to the default 
Supervisor Approval workflow. 
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Finally, within the Request Workflow, update the Behavior tab of Business Approval node to reference the 
newly created Approval Workflow. 
 

 
 
Alternatively, if SOD Approval is only required on particular applications and not as default for all request, 
this can be achieved. 
 
Within the Request Workflow, associate the default workflow (used for everything except those with SOD 
requirement) within the Business Approvals node. 
 

 
 
Then, associate the Supervisor Approver with SOD approval workflow against the application that requires 
the additional SOD approval. 
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By doing this, when requests are raised for default applications, the Supervisor Approval workflow will be 
triggered. For requests to applications where the Supervisor Approval with SOD workflow was associated, 
this workflow will be triggered in place of the default. 
 
In the image below, you can see how the request workflow splits the approval to reference the correct 
approval workflow: 
 

• Access to Blast application – Supervisor Approval 
• Access to Spitfire application – Supervisor with SOD 
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8. BASIC USE CASE 3 – ADMIN / HELPDESK APPROVAL AND 
REASSIGNMENT 

For this use case, we want to enable the Admin Teams (Helpdesk, Admin, Security, Etc.) with the ability to 
monitor requests and Approve, Reject or Reassign where necessary. Monitoring Policies can be used to 
achieve this. 
 
How it works 
If a request is awaiting approval but perhaps the assigned approver is out of the office or on long term 
leave the Monitoring Policies can be used to provide certain users with the ability to review the request 
and either Approve, Reject or Reassign to a suitable approver. 
 
Teams: Admin, Security, Helpdesk 

• Monitor all Approval requests raised 
• Approve, Reject or Reassign for any requests 
• Monitor subset of Approval requests raised 
• Approve, Reject or Reassign subset of requests 

 

8.1. Configuration 
Navigate to Requests > Configuration > Monitoring Policies 
 
Monitoring Policies are used to provide a view of Approval or Activity items to certain users/groups of 
users and can be configured to specify which items are included in that view. 
 
Select New  
 
The Monitoring Policy Name is an internally saved name and not visible to end users. The Display 
Name is used in the dropdown list and is selected by the end user to invoke the Monitoring Policy view.  
 

 
 
 
Applies to Users is used to determine which user or group of users will be able to use this additional 
view. We want any users who are in the InfoSec department to benefit from this view. 
 
Work Items Matching can be configured to limit the items displayed to the selected users, for example 
you may want the users to only see items relating to a specific Business Source. We want the InfoSec 
team to have visibility of All items. As we want the Infosec team to be able to action (approve/reject) the 
request, we need to select Include work items not assigned to current user. 
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Under the Actions section, set the reassign criteria as per your requirements.  
 
Self Assign will assign the request to the currently logged in user, or you may want to only allow 
reassignment to certain users using the user picker.  
 
Using the attribute option, we’re restricting reassignment only to those users who are in the InfoSec 
department. 
 

 
 
Additionally, you can also allow changes to work item due dates and priorities.  
 
Once completed, users within the InfoSec department will have the ability to select the team View under 
the Requests tab and then either Perform (Approve/Reject) the request, or Reassign it. 
 

 
 
NOTE: This process can be used for both Activities and Approvals by selecting the required Type.
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APPENDIX 

1. WHAT IS ACCESS REQUEST MANAGER  
Access Request Manager is a way of enabling the business to request access and requests changes to 
entitlements in your organization ensuring the correct approval and fulfillment is applied. 
 
Access Request should be broken down in to three main phases: Submission, Approval and Fulfillment. 
 
Submission 
During the submission phase, a user or system is identifying what changes should be requested.  If a user 
is involved, this phase may be a guided experience or it might be ad-hoc where the end user is selecting 
what access to grant or revoke. After the submission a change request is created that will go through 
approval and fulfillment (if configured).  
 
Approval 
Once the request has been submitted, it enters the approval phase where the request is presented to the 
appropriate users or processes to approve the requested change. 
 
Fulfillment  
Finally, the request moves to the fulfillment phase where a human or an automated system does the work 
described in the request. 
 
There are a number of ACM technologies that represent the building blocks for these three phases.  These 
building blocks can be used to provide a user experience representing a company's business process and 
policies:  
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It is important to understand the business requirements of the client/prospect. Every single customer does 
this today, one way or another. Our way may be faster/better/automated but it doesn’t necessarily justify 
the cost. Understanding the elements that customer uses to evaluate how employee’s time is spent is 
crucial.  
 
In most instances the feature needs to:  

- Simplify current process 
o Prevent ‘bad’ requests from even being raised 
o Automate workflows and provisioning  

- Offer an opportunity to fix bad process or policy. If the customer hates the current process this can 
offer a fresh approach and opportunity for a business win.  
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2. ACCESS REQUEST CONFIGURATION 
Global access request settings specify access request capabilities available to users and can be configured 
to meet your business requirements and improve end user experience when submitting an access request. 
 
This section describes that out of the box behavior of the product and how that can be used to solve use 
cases (e.g. as described in previous chapters). The out of the box functionality should be able to cover 
most of your access request use cases. And this functionality can be easily configured differently to get a 
different user experience. 
 
It is important that you have well defined use cases before automating these in a tool like RSA 
Governance and Lifecycle. 
 
These settings can be configured under the following menu: Requests > Configuration > *select tab* 

2.1. Settings 
Users Can Compare Access to Other User 
Lets you specify whether the Compare With User option from the Other Changes button under the 
Access tab in a user details view is available to users requesting changes in access for themselves or other 
users.  
 
This is a global setting, however this can be overridden for any particular user view, if required. 
 
Allow Access Changes on a User's Detail Access Tab 
Lets you enable or disable availability of default “Remove,” “Add Entitlements,” and “Other Changes” 
buttons from a user’s Access tab.  
 
Enable Change Requests on Group Attribute Changes 
Lets you enable the system to generate a request to change group attribute values in the data sources 
from which groups are collected. This applies to both managed and collected group attributes that have 
been designated as editable.  
 
User Attribute Used as the Person's Id in External Form Selectors 
Lets you specify the user attribute that identifies users in external form selectors. 
 
URL Prefix to Use With External URIs 
Lets you specify the URL prefix to prepend to a URI string used for external form input validation. 
 
Max Users Per Change Requests 
Lets you specify the maximum number of users for whom access can be requested in a change request. 
The default is unlimited users. 
 
Valid Extensions for Request Attachments (Comma Separated) 
Lets you restrict the file types (.doc, .png, and so on) that can be attached to a request. All file types can 
be attached if none are specified. 
 
Default Forms 
Specify whether to associate custom request forms or accept the association of default request forms with 
application, directory, entitlement view, role set, business unit, and data resource set objects in RSA 
IG&L. The default is in effect for an object if no other form is associated with it. You can override form 
association on a per-object basis. 
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2.2. Request Buttons 
Users request access and changes to access using the request buttons located throughout the user 
interface.  
 
New buttons can be created, additionally the default buttons provided RSA IG&L can be edited to meet 
your requirements, or deleted. 
 
Additional Request Buttons could be used to enable the end user to interact with a specific Request Form, 
e.g a ‘New Contractor’ button could be used to invoke a form which then captures all of the necessary 
details to onboard a new contractor. 

2.3. Request Forms 
When a user initiates a request (for access or changes in access, for a password change, and so on), he or 
she interacts with a request form. Request forms can include any number of elements (text input fields, 
selection boxes, checkboxes, and so on) that a requestor can (or must) work with to generate the 
request. 
 
New forms can be created, additionally the default forms provided by RSA IG&L can be edited to meet 
your requirements, or deleted. 
 
Forms are carried against the request so that the approver/fulfiller can see it, additionally it becomes part 
of the archived record of the related Change Request. 
 

2.4. User Views 
When users initiate an access request or a change in access for another user, they are provided with a 
view of the users for which they are authorized to request or change access.  

2.5. Entitlement Views 
When they request or change access for themselves or other uses they are also provided a view of 
entitlements they are authorized to request or remove.  

2.6. Account Templates 
Account templates are used to define the set of account properties that are required to create an account, 
whether this be via AFX or manual fulfillment.  . 

2.7. Submission 
This page is used to configure what information is displayed to the requestor, the behavior at submission, 
and optionally what additional information is required in order to approve and fulfill all requests. These 
settings apply to explicit requests submitted from a user's Access tab or from a request form. 

2.8. Monitoring Policies 
Monitoring policies are used to identify work items (approvals or activities) that a group of users can see. 
The policies also define what actions the users can perform on the work items.  

2.9. Naming Policies 
Naming policies are used to transform user information, such as first name and last name, into an id that 
is unique in the associated business source. 
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3. WORKFLOWS 
3.1. Request Workflow Overview 
RSA IG&L generates change requests as a result of a number of different actions, whether that be in 
response to explicit requests raised manually by an end user or as a result of automated processes such 
as Rules.  
 
By default, it associates a particular type of request workflow that orchestrates the processing of the 
change request. 
 
With Access Request enabled, it also allows workflows to override ‘default’ at an application, business 
units, data resource sets, directories and role set level. We recommend using the association of workflows 
to applications, business sources, etc as IG&L figures out when to use that workflow based on what 
changes in the request rather than having to build overly complex workflows to handle this logic  
 
RSA IG&L associates a particular default request workflow with each of the change request source types 
that defines how and by whom request approvals and request fulfillments are processed. 
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3.2. Step 1 – Submission : Request Workflow 
Requests workflows are used to process requests. They define what steps will occur to approve 
and fulfill the changes in the requests 
 
Upon submitting a request an associated Change Request will be raised which will break out the requested 
items into activities. These activities are then processed via the relevant workflow. 
 
Using the below as an example, the highlighted nodes show how the Request Workflow triggers the 
approval steps first and then fulfillment. 
 
This workflow breaks the approval into two phases processing business level (Business Unit) approvals 
first, and then resource level (Entitlements, Application Roles, Data Resources, Roles) approvals. Out of 
the box behavior is that these approvals are handled separately and the Resource Owner will only be sent 
approval once the Business Approval is complete. Although this can be changed, this approach is 
recommended and meets most approval requirements. 
 
If no business or resource level approval workflows are configured, either the approval step can be 
skipped, or a backup approval workflow can be assigned to process the request. 
 
Once approval is received (or skipped), the Fulfillment Phase is triggered. 
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3.2.1. Approval Phase Nodes 
The Behavior tab within these approval nodes let you define what default approval workflow(s) to use for 
the different types of approvals: 
 

• Approve users 
• Approve entitlements and application roles 
• Approve accounts and groups 
• Approve data resources 
• Approve roles 

 

 
 
This provides the flexibility to run different approval workflows depending on the scenario and will help 
meet the requirement where you may require a totally different approval process depending on the type 
of change requested. However, as covered below, these settings are overridden if an approval/fulfillment 
workflow has been associated directly with an application, business source, etc. 
 
As an example, for changes affecting ‘Users’ you may simply require the change to be approved by the 
users supervisor whereas any changes affecting ‘Roles’ must be approval by the assigned Role Owner. 
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Additionally, if Access Request Manager (ARM) is installed, approval workflows can be specified at a 
Business Unit, Application, Directory, Role Set and Request Form level which overrides the default 
approval behavior defined in these nodes.  
 
This added functionality offers greater flexibility and reduces the need for overly complex workflows as 
instead of having to build a generic workflow to cover all scenarios, individual and simpler workflows can 
be created on a per object basis which IG&L then references at the based on the contents of the request. 
Details on how to configure this can be found under the section - Approval and Fulfillment Workflow 
Object Associations 
 
If no approval workflow is assigned at the object level and the behavior tab is set to ‘None’, no approval 
will be required and the request will progress to the fulfillment phase. 
 

3.2.2. Fulfillment Phase Nodes 
Verification Tab 
When fulfilling change requests, these are only marked as Completed by the system once a collection has 
been performed against the target system and there is evidence of the request add/change/remove 
(verification). This is referred to as a Closed Loop process. 
 
The Verification tab enables you to configure the scope used by RSA IG&L when validating that requested 
changes (add/remove) have been fulfilled successfully. This can be set to either ‘All Entitlements’ or 
‘Entitlements granted directly’. 
 

 
 
‘Entitlements granted directly’ refers to access mapped directly to a user, not access inherited from being 
a member of a group, role, app-role, etc.  
 
As per below, the Account and App-role (Standard User) highlighted in Green are Direct entitlements 
whereas those highlighted in Red are Indirect entitlements as they are granted as a result of the 
Standard User App-Role. This is evident from the Entitlement Path. 
 

Let's take the example below where we grant app-role Standard User to user Ren1.  If the options under 
the Verification tab were set to ‘Entitlements granted directly’ it would simply check to confirm Ren1 had 
been added/removed to/from Standard User).   

 

If the options under the Verification tab were set to ‘All Entitlements it would look at what entitlements a 
member of the app-role Standard User should have (Aim:All, View:All, Engage) and check they have been 
added/removed to/from Ren1.  
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Behavior Tab 
Identical to the Approval Phase Nodes, the Behavior tab within these fulfilment nodes determine what 
workflow(s) to use for changes impacting the following types of object: 
 

• Fulfill entitlements and applications roles 
• Fulfill accounts and groups 
• Fulfill data resources 
• Fulfill roles 
• Fulfill directories or attributes 

 

 
 
Again, if Access Request (ARM) is installed, fulfillment workflows can be specified at a Business Unit, 
Application, Directory, Role Set and Request Form level which overrides the default approval behavior 
defined in these nodes. This may be required if a specific application (or other object) requires a more 
complex fulfillment process to the default behavior; or business logic specific to their area.  
 
Details on how to configure this can be found under the section - Approval and Fulfillment Workflow 
Object Associations  
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3.3. Step 2 – Approval: Approval Workflow  
3.3.1. Summary 
Approval workflows are used to involve the relevant resources in approving the request.  
 
Request workflows can reference approval workflows directly using Approval or Approval 
Phase nodes. 
 

 
 
The Approval workflow processes User change requests by sending an approval form to the appropriate 
approver who can choose to Accept or Reject the request.  
 
The workflow engine is very flexible and can be configured to specify a structure that consists of a set of 
sequential actions which are required to drive the approval request to completion.  
 
These workflows can be as simple or complex as required with the workflow definition palette providing all 
the necessary components (nodes) to meet majority of requirements.  
 
Note: Research shows that the vast majority of time spent processing requests is waiting for 
approval. It is recommended to simplify and streamline approval processes where possible to 
have the minimal possible manual steps which will improve processing time but also save 
money. 
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3.3.2. Approval Action Node 
The Approval action node (Supervisor Approval) is used to define: 
 

• Who should approve the activity  
• The content and format of notification sent to the person assigned the approval 
• The number of days an assignee has to complete the approval 
• How an approval or activity form appears to the work item assignee 
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General Tab 
 

 
 

• Name - Capture a meaningful name which will be clear when selecting from a drop down list 
 

• Description - Capture a meaningful description which will help summarize what the workflow is 
performing without having to investigate each of the nodes contained within. 

 
• Priority - A priority level simply indicates the relative importance of a work item.  It can be used 

as filtering criteria in a monitoring policy or also as a sorting attribute in lengthy work item lists. 
 

• Tag - When you create a monitoring policy, you can specify that the policy allows the users for 
whom it is designed to view work items by one or more workflows that have a particular tag value. 
You can specify the same tag value for multiple workflows or specific values for workflows. Once 
you have specified the Tag values, you can associate approval workflows with approval monitoring 
policies and activity workflows with activity monitoring policies. 

 
• Status Messages - You can configure custom status messages for workflow items that are 

executing and those that have been completed which then appear in the Status section of the 
change requests details view. 

 
Status Tab 
You can configure custom status messages for workflow items that are executing and those that have 
been completed which then appear in the Status section of the change requests details view. 
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Resources Tab 
The Resources tab lets you specify any number of users to whom a workflow activity can be assigned. You 
can also configure assignments based on various criteria such as current workload (who has the least 
amount of approvals or fulfillments to complete for example), and you can explicitly exclude users who 
should not participate in the workflow activity the node represents. 
 

 
 

• Include List - Select the potential users who would participate in the approval activity.  
 

This can be configured to include only particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill 
(a supervisor for example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, or 
users on the basis of their memberships in groups or roles. 

 
Approval can then be further configured so that all, any or a subset of criteria based users 
participate in the approval activity. 

 
• Exclude List - Select the users you do not want to participate in the activity, for example the 

Requestor. 
 

• Other - If no approvers are resolved, this can be updated to allow approval to be skipped or assign 
to either the Admin user or the change request requestor. 
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Email  
The Email tab lets you specify the sender, recipients, and content for work item notification emails using a 
combination of directly entered text, object selections, and variables. For approval workflow work items, 
you can also enable email-based approvals and how the system responds to the approval email replies. 
 

 
 

• To, Cc, Bcc - Used to specify particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill (an asset 
technical owner for example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, 
or users on the basis of their memberships in groups or roles (all members of the human resources 
role are recipients for example). 
 

• From - Used to specify particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill (a role owner for 
example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, or users on the basis 
of their memberships in groups or roles (all members of the human resources role are senders for 
example). 

This can also specify the system’s default outbound email address (Outbound Email From Address) 
or enter a non-dynamic email address value. 
 

• Priority — Select a priority level for the email. For example, you might want to emphasize that the 
email is of the highest priority in the case where an access request approval decision is required 
immediately. Or you may want to assign the lowest priority to email that serves as a simple alert 
or reminder to recipients about some aspect of a request. 
 

• Subject — This can contain any combination of typed text and variables. Variables can be inserted 
by right-clicking in the field and then selecting the required variable. 
 

• Email Body – The email body can be customised to meet your corporate branding/wording and 
can contain any combination of typed test and variables. This can be entered and formatted using 
the HTML editor or by working with the source HTML. Right-click in the content field to invoke a list 
of variables and select variables. 
 

• Email reply processing – This feature enables users who have been assigned change request 
approvals to perform their approvals via email using a set of predefined valid responses.  
 
Enablement of this feature does not, however, preclude recipients from performing their approvals 
in the user interface 
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Due Date 
The Due Date tab lets you specify a date by which a work item must be completed. This detail is displayed 
to the resource(s) assigned and can also be used to trigger escalation actions relative to the due date. 
 

 
 

• Clock Time — This is based on a calendar that does not factor in any excluded time. 
 

• Business Hours – This factors in excluded days such as weekends and holidays. Business hours can be 
customized to meet specific requirements. 
 

• Relative to work item available date — Sets the due date interval to begin when the work item 
becomes available. 
 

• Relative to job start date — Sets the due date interval to begin when a work item assignee first 
accesses the work item. 

 
• Escalations - Set escalation actions generated when the work item is not completed by the due 

date. Escalation Further details on Escalation workflows can be found here – Escalation Workflows 
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Form 
The Form tab lets you specify which default form the assigned resource(s) interact with when performing 
the request. 
 

 
 
Allow Reassign - Used to specify whether a work item assignee can reassign the item to another user 
and the action taken when a reassignment threshold is reached (Allow Escalation). 
 
Manual Escalations – This is used to help the assignee (approver) complete their work by providing 
them with additional actions to select such as ‘Request Additional Information’ or ‘Cancel Change Request’ 
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3.4. Step 3 – Fulfillment: Fulfillment Workflow 
3.4.1. Summary 
Fulfillment workflows are used to fulfill the changes in a request. 
 
These workflows may assign tasks to users or they may interact with external systems to make 
the necessary changes. Request workflows can reference fulfillment workflows directly using 
Fulfillment Phase nodes. 
 

 
 
Identical to the Approval process, the workflow engine is very flexible and can be configured to specify a 
structure that consists of a set of sequential actions which are required to drive the fulfillment request to 
completion.  
 
Again, we strongly recommend keeping fulfillment workflows as simple as possible, however all the 
necessary components (nodes) are available to meet majority of requirements. Fulfillment workflows can 
be used to calculate and create custom values which can either be assigned as manual activities to be 
completed or automatically fulfill the requests changes via the Automated Fulfillment Express (AFX) 
module. 
 
The RSA IG&L L closed loop process will verify the change has been completed in future collections by 
performing a check of the requested change (add/remove/edit access) and the source data to ensure the 
change has been completed successfully. This can be seen in the above image where the two paths 
(Manual Fulfillment and Wait for Verification) are there to implement the closed loop behavior. 
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3.4.2. Manual Fulfillment Action Node  
The Manual Fulfillment node is used to define: 
 

• Who is assigned an activity to fulfill  
• The content and format of notification sent to the person assigned the fulfillment activity 
• The number of days an assignee has to complete the fulfillment activity 
• How a fulfillment or activity form appears to the work item assignee 

 

 

3.4.3. Automated Fulfillment Action Node 
The Automated Fulfillment node is used to: 

• Send changes to AFX Handler 
• Report on status of changes 
• Determine how changes are grouped together 
• Send changes to Manual Fulfillment Hander where necessary (password reset) 
•  
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General Tab 

 
 

• Name - Capture a meaningful name which will be clear when selecting from a drop down list 
 

• Description - Capture a meaningful description which will help summarize what the workflow is 
performing without having to investigate each of the nodes contained within. 

 
• Priority - A priority level simply indicates the relative importance of a work item.  It can be used 

as filtering criteria in a monitoring policy or also as a sorting attribute in lengthy work item lists. 
 

• Tag - When you create a monitoring policy, you can specify that the policy allows the users for 
whom it is designed to view work items by one or more workflows that have a particular tag value. 
You can specify the same tag value for multiple workflows or specific values for workflows. Once 
you have specified the Tag values, you can associate approval workflows with approval monitoring 
policies and activity workflows with activity monitoring policies. 

 
Status Tab 
You can configure custom status messages for workflow items that are executing and those that have 
been completed which then appear in the Status section of the change requests details view. 
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Resources Tab 
The Resources tab lets you specify any number of users to whom a workflow activity can be assigned. You 
can also configure assignments based on various criteria such as current workload (who has the least 
amount of approvals or fulfillments to complete for example), and you can explicitly exclude users who 
should not participate in the workflow activity the node represents. 
 

 
 

• Include List - Select the potential users who would participate in the fulfillment activity.  
 

This can be configured to include only particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill 
(a supervisor for example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, or 
users on the basis of their memberships in groups or roles. 

 
• Exclude List - Select the users who should not be included in the fulfillment activity. 

 
• Other - If no resources are resolved, this can be updated to assign the pending work either to the 

Administrator user of IG&L or the change request requestor. 
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Email  
The Email tab lets you specify the sender, recipients, and content for work item notification emails using a 
combination of directly entered text, object selections, and variables.  
 

 
 

• To, Cc, Bcc - Used to specify particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill (an asset 
technical owner for example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, 
or users on the basis of their memberships in groups or roles (all members of the human resources 
role are recipients for example). 

 

• From - Used to specify particular users, users on the basis of the job roles they fill (a role owner for 
example), users who have some relationship or involvement with the activity, or users on the basis 
of their memberships in groups or roles (all members of the human resources role are senders for 
example). 

This can also specify the system’s default outbound email address (Outbound Email From Address) 
or enter a non-dynamic email address value. 

 

• Priority — Select a priority level for the email. For example, you might want to emphasize that the 
email is of the highest priority in the case where an access request approval decision is required 
immediately. Or you may want to assign the lowest priority to email that serves as a simple alert 
or reminder to recipients about some aspect of a request. 

 

• Subject — This can contain any combination of typed text and variables. Variables can be inserted 
by right-clicking in the field and then selecting the required variable. 

 

• Email Body – The email body can be customized to meet your corporate branding/wording and 
can contain any combination of typed test and variables. This can be entered and formatted using 
the HTML editor or by working with the source HTML. Right-click in the content field to invoke a list 
of variables and select variables. 
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Due Date 
The Due Date tab lets you specify a date by which a work item must be completed. Escalation actions can 
be scheduled to run on or after the due date. 
 

 

• Clock Time — This is based on a calendar that does not factor in any excluded time. 
 

• Business Hours – This factors in excluded days such as weekends and holidays. Business hours can be 
customized to meet specific requirements. 
 

• Relative to work item available date — Sets the due date interval to begin when the work item 
becomes available. 
 

• Relative to job start date — Sets the due date interval to begin when a work item assignee first 
accesses the work item. 

 
• Escalations - Set escalation actions generated when the work item is not completed by the due 

date. Escalation Further details on Escalation workflows can be found here – Escalation Workflows 
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Form 
The Form tab lets you specify which form will be used and which actions will be available to work item 
assignees (e.g. Cancelled, Completed and Reassign). 
 

 
 
Allow Reassign - Used to specify whether a work item assignee can reassign the item to another user 
and the action taken when a reassignment threshold is reached (Allow Escalation). 
 
Manual Escalations – This is used to help the assignee (approver) complete their work by providing 
them with additional actions to select such as ‘Request Additional Information’ or ‘Cancel Change Request’ 
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3.5. Escalation Workflows 
Escalation workflows define the action L&G takes when the escalation criteria configured within the Due 
Date tab of the Approval/Fulfillment action node is met. This could occur when the deadline for which a 
change request approval or a fulfillment activity must be completed has passed.  
 
As described in previous sections, the due date can be set to trigger on Clock Time or Business Hours with 
the start date either being relative to when the assignee received the request or when the request was 
first raised.  
 
Multiple escalations can be set which trigger differ actions, for example: 
 

• 2 days before due date send polite reminder 
• 0 days send sterner email 
• 7 days after due date send an email to the supervisor cc’ing original resource(s) 
• 10 days after due date, cancel change request 

 
Only Escalation Workflows are available for selection within the Workflow dropdown menu. 
 

 
 
There are a number of out of the box escalation workflows provided or the option to create from new 
If required. 
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3.6. Approval and Fulfillment Workflow Object Associations 
As mentioned above, with the Access Request Module enabled it provides the ability to assign specific 
Approval and Fulfillment workflows at an object level (applications/business units/data resource 
sets/directories/role sets).  
 
Configuring this at an object level overrides the default approval/fulfillment workflow that has been 
previously associated with an object under the Approval and Fulfillment sections, respectively. 
 
This added flexibility enables you to have specific approval/fulfillment workflows which meet 
particular requirements assigned to applications, business units, etc. instead of having to 
create overly complicated workflows which cover all scenarios. Out of the box, RSA IG&L does 
all the complicated logic to evaluate what changes are in the request and calling the relevant 
workflows for the associated application, directory, etc. so that this doesn’t need to be built in 
to workflow. 
 
It is recommended practice that the default fulfillment workflow is set to manual activities or ‘create ticket’ 
to a ticketing system. This workflow should be as generic as possible to capture the standard fulfillment 
process for majority of your applications. 
 
This way, automated fulfillment using AFX (Automated Fulfillment Express) can be configured on an 
application by application for those that do not follow the standard process. Additionally, if the application 
is created via the wizard and set to support provisioning, the AFX fulfillment workflow association is done 
automatically. 
 

3.6.1. Example 
The following provides an example of how to assign a specific Fulfillment workflow at a Directory level. 
 
Navigate to the object, in this case the directory. With the ARM module enabled, you’ll be provided with 
the additional ‘Requests’ tab.  
 

 
 
Towards the bottom of this tab you’ll see the Approval and Fulfillment headers, this is where the workflow 
is assigned to approve/fulfill changes relating to this directory. 
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In this example we want all fulfillment relating to the Corp AD directory to be completed using a specific 
fulfillment workflow which has been created to calculate additional attributes required for creation of an 
AD account.  
 
By clicking on the (Use default) link you’ll be displayed with all available fulfillment workflows. Only 
workflows which have been configured to process Accounts and Groups will be available for selection. 
 

 
 
Now, any changes relating to the Corp AD directory will be processed using the ‘Active Directory – Default 
AFX’ fulfillment workflow instead of the ‘Manual Activities’ workflow as configured within the fulfillment 
phase node. 
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3.7. Workflow Node Details 
3.7.1. Common Nodes 
Node Description 
Create Admin Error Specifies the type of admin error to create for an administrator.  
Decision Evaluates a condition(s) based on a true/false result for outgoing 

transitions to an action or stop delimiter based on whether or not the 
condition exists. 

Delay Suspends a workflow temporarily based on date criteria. The date could 
be a specific date, the change request fulfillment date, a system 
calculated date relative to current time, the result of a java method that 
returns a date, or the result of a SQL query resulting in a date. 

Java * Provides an interface to a Java method passing any parameters and 
returning a true/false result you can incorporate into a workflow. 

Job State Specifies a job state the pauses a workflow: Canceled, Error, or 
Suspension 

Milestone Provides high-level status information about a workflow milestone you 
want displayed in a change request. 

Next Value Returns the next value for a given job level workflow variable. If no value 
is returned (the last value was previously retrieved), the node returns 
false, which can be tested on an outgoing transition. If a valid value is 
returned, a true return code is provided. This node is typically used to 
iterate through an array of values to get the next value in the array.. 

REST Web Service * Invokes a REST call to an endpoint. The responses and results from the 
calls are stored in the workflow variables based on the configuration in the 
node.This information can be used in a workflow’s decision logic. 

Run Report Generates a report configured for the node in the workflow.  
Set Value Creates or updates a job level workflow variable(s) using the value(s) 

provided. The value can be a literal or use other workflow variables that 
are evaluated at the time the node is executed 

SOAP Web Service * Invokes a SOAP call to an endpoint. The responses and results from the 
calls are stored in the workflow variables based on the configuration in the 
node.This information can be used in a workflow’s decision logic. 

SQL Execute * Runs an Insert/Update/Delete SQL command or a stored procedure where 
no result set is needed. It runs against the system database (AVDB). This 
node supports variables from the workflow with the SQL. 

SQL Select * Specifies SQL that returns a result set. The result set is stored in a 
workflow variable. The variable can be referenced in other nodes from 
within the workflow. 
 
NOTE: Referencing anything other than the public schema could 
result in issues further down the line if table structure/content 
was to change 

Send Email Generates email you want from the workflow. It supports the use of 
workflow variables or runtime workflow information to specify the 
To/From portions of the email. 

Subprocess "Calls/interjects another workflow as a subprocess of the current 
workflow. This node is useful in compartmentalizing work items or to 
improve maintenance or re-use of workflows. 

 
NOTE: Nodes with an asterisk symbol ( * ) are designed for advanced application. These nodes should be 
implemented carefully because poorly defined nodes may have a performance impact on the workflows. 
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3.7.2. Request Workflow Nodes 
 
Node Description 
Form Approval Used to define an approval for a change request generated from a form. 
Form Fulfillment Used to define a fulfillment for a change request generated from a form. 
Run Review Used to generate a user access review associated with the node. 

 
 

3.7.3. Request and Approval Workflow Nodes 
 
Node Description 
Activity Used to define a activity for a change request. 
Approval Used to define an approval for a change request. 
Approvals Phase Used to allow change request items to be approved as groups at the same 

level. 
Cancel Change Request Used to generate a milestone to cancel the entire change request 

processed by the workflow and revert all changes completed in the 
change request, reject the entire change request processed by the 
workflow, or put the change request in an error state. 

 

3.7.4. Request and Fulfillment Workflow Nodes 
Node Description 
Fulfillment Handler Invokes a Java class to fulfill changes in a request. 
Fulfillment Phase Used to allow change request items to be fulfilled as groups at the same 

level. 
Manual Fulfillment Used to handle a fulfillment manually and not automatically by the 

system. 
Mark Verified Used to indicate that changes marked as pending verification should be 

marked as verified. 
Provisioning Command Used to complete a provisioning command in a data source for a 

particular business source. See Configure Provisioning Command Node 
Properties for more information. 

Reset Password Used to generate an email notification prompting a user to retrieve a 
password that has been reset for the user. 

Wait for Verification Used to create a database watch for evidence of a change request 
fulfillment. 
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3.7.5. Request and Escalation Nodes 
 
Node Description 
Activity Used to define a activity for a change request. 
Cancel Change Request Used to generate a milestone to cancel the entire change request 

processed by the workflow and revert all changes completed in the 
change request, reject the entire change request processed by the 
workflow, or put the change request in an error state. 

Complete Assigned Used in an escalation workflow to mark work assigned to a user (through 
an approval or activity) as completed. 

Get Remaining Seconds Used to store how much time remains for a calculated due date, performs 
some escalation outside of the assigned user’s control, and then updates 
the due date for the assigned user based on the earlier recorded 
remaining time. 

Reassign Used to assign an approval or activity to another user. 
Undo Changes Used to generates changes to reverse the requested changes that have 

been fulfilled. 
Update Work Used to generate email with details about an approval or activity assigned 

to a user, the due date for example. 
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